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1. Introduction

This paper is concerned with the stabilizability on the retarded functional
differential equation

(1.1) j - u(t) - Aou(t)+\° a(s) AlU(t+s) ds+Φof(ΐ),
at J-h

(1.2) «(0)=£°, u(s)=g\s),se[-h,0)

in a Hubert space H. Here, Ao is the operator associated with a sesquilinear form
a(uy v) which is defined in Vx V and satisfies Garding's inequality

R e α M ^ J M I 2 - ^ | n | 2 , co>O, ̂ > 0

where V is another Hubert space such that VaHaV*. The notations | |,
11 11 denote the norms of H, V respectively as usual. Ax is a bounded linear opera-
tor from V to V* such that it maps D(AQ) into H, and u(') is a real valued
Holder continuous function in [—h, 0]. Φo is a bounded linear operator from
some Banach space U to H.

We will establish a necessary and sufficient condition in order that the ini-
tial value problem (1.1), (1.2) is stabilizable in the sense that for any g^Z=
HxL2(—h,0; V) there exists /eL 2 (0, oo; JJ) such that for the solution u of
(1.1), (1.2) we have

-h
\\u(t+s)\\2ds} dt<oo .

Our result is analogous to a recent result by G. Da Prato and A. Lunardi
[1] for an integrodifferential parabolic equation of Volterra type

(1.3) j-u{t) = Au(t)+\ϊ K(t-s)u(s)ds+Φf(s)i ί^O, u(0) = uQat Jo

in a Banach space Xy where A is a not necessarily densely defined closed linear
operator generating an analytic semigroup, K is a measurable function with
vaules in L(D(A), X) and Φ is a bounded linear operator from some Banach space
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Y to X. Under the assumption that F(X) which is the analytic continuation of
(\—A—A(X))"1 where it is the Laplace transform of K has only a finite num-
ber of singularities in the half plane Re λ > —ω, ω>0, and all these singulari-
ties are poles of F(\) such that the coefficients of the negative powers in the
Laurent expansions of F(X) around them are all operators of finite rank, they
established a necessary and sufficient condition in order that for every

there exists/ satisfying sup |\e"*f(t)\|r<°o such that the solution u of (1.3)
satisfies sup ||ew* w(ί)||^<oo.

When we investigate the equation (1.1), it is natural and usual to consider
the equivalent enalrged system for the unknown functions u(t) and ut> where
ut(s)=u(t-\-s) for ίG[-A, 0), since it enables us to express the solution with the
aid of the solution semigroup (cf. [2], [3], [7]). Since we necessarily consider
the adjoint equation in the study of a stabilization problem, it is convenient to
consider the original equation in F * as in [11] so that the enalrged system is
an equation in the space Z=HxL2(—h, O V):

J-x(t) = Ax(t)+Φf(t), x(0) =g = (f,g1)

where A is the infinitesimal generator of the associated solution semigroup S(t)
and Φ is the operator defined by Φ / = ( φ 0 / , 0). Thus, we are led to studying
the stabilizability in the sense stated above.

We assume that

consists entirely of a finite number of eigenvalues of A with generalized eigen-
spaces of finite dimension and

sup {Re λ: λ e σ(A)\σ+} < 0 .

Let P be the spectral projection corresponding to σ+:

where Γ is a rectifiable Jordan curve surrounding σ+ inside but no other point of
σ{A). In our case the exponential decay of \\S{t){I—P)\\ is not so evident as the
corresponding fact for Volterra equations of [1]. We will show that owing to
the absense of a discrete delay term in (1.1) S(t) is Hϋlder continuous in (3h, oo)
in the operator norm, and so eventually norm continuous. Hence the aforesaid
exponential decay of \\S(i)(I— P)\\ follows from Theorem 1.20 of [6], and we
can proceed as in [1] to establish the desired result.

We note here that it is shown in G. Di Blasio, K. Kunisch and E. Sinestrari
[3] that S(t) is differentiable in (h> oo), hence eventually norm continuous, if
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—h, 0) for a general equation of the form (1.1) in a Hubert space.
However, if there exists a discrete delay term, this is not the case as the following
counter example shows. For the equation

(1.4) - | u{t) = Λ u(t)+A0 κ(f-l)

we have

where

W(t) = ±±Aie«-»Ao(t-jy, tt=[n,n+1], n = 1,2,
y«o j !

is the fundamental solution of (1.4) which is not norm continuous at t=l9 2, •••.

2. Assumptions and main theorem

Let H and V be complex Hubert spaces such that V is a dense subspace of
H and the imbedding of V into H is continuous. The norms of H and F are
denoted by | | and || -1| respectively. Identifying the antidual of H with H we
may consider 7 c f f c P . Let a(uy v) be a bounded sesquilinear form defined
in Vx V satisfying Garding's inequality

(2.1)

where c0 and c} are constants such that cQ>0 and c^O. Let Ao be the operator
associated with this sesquilinear form:

(2.2) (Aou, v) = -a(u, v), u,v(=V.

The operator Ao is a bounded linear form V to F*. The realization of -40 in
// which is the restriction of Ao to

D(A0) = {ueΞV: AoutΞH}

is also denoted by Ao. It is known that Ao generates an analytic semigroup in
both of H and V*. Let Aλ be a bounded linear operator from V to F * such
that Ax maps D(A0) endowed with the graph norm of Ao to H continuously.
Let a(s) be a real valued Holder continuous function on the interval [—A, 0],
where A is a fixed positive number. Let U be a complex Banach space and Φo

be a bounded linear operator from U to H. We are interested in the stabilization
of the initial value problem of the retarded functional differential equation

(2.3) - | u(t) = Λ«(O+S_Λ «*) Au(t+s) ds+Φof(t),

(2.4) «(0)=Λ u(s)=g\s) a.e.s<=[-h,Q),
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where g=(gyg
ι)(ΞZ=HxL2{-h, 0; F ) , / e £ 2 ( 0 , T; U). Applying Theorem

4.1 of [2] to (2.3) considered as an equation in F * we see that there exists a
solution semigroup S(t) associated with (2.3), (2.4):

where u(t;g) is the solution of (2.3), (2.4) with/(ί)=0, and ut(s;g)=u(t+s;g),
ί 6 [—λ, 0). S(t) is a C0-semigroup in Z whose infinitesimal generator is denoted
by A.

In view of Theorem 4.2 of [2] A is characterized as

D(A) = {(φ°, φ1): φ^Wι'\-K 0; F), Φ° =

<s) Axφ\s) dst=H} ,

Φ Φ) (^OΦ°+5°_ A <*(s) ArfXs) Λ, φ 1 ) .

We assume

(2.5) σ(A) Π {λ: Re λ = 0} = φ .

Set

(2.6) σ+ = σ(A) Π {λ: Re λ>0} , σ_ = σ(A) Π {λ: Re λ<0} .

We assume also that σ+ is a finite set and sup {Re λ: λ G σ . } < 0 , that is,

(2.7) σ + = {λ i , •• ,λ J V } ,

(2.8) —ωo = sup {Reλ: λ E σ . } < 0 ,

and for each7= 1, •••, JV, the spectral projection

(2.9) P ^

is an operator of finite rank, where Γλy is a small circle centered at λy such
that it surrounds no point of σ(A) except λ ; . As is well known λy is an eigen-
value of A and Z λ y = I m Pλj. is the generalized eigenspace for λy. It is also well
known that λy is a pole of (λ—A)'1 whose order we denote by m^

We consider also the adjoint problem

(2.10) ^ *(*) = A$*(*)+[ <s)A? v(*+s) ds'at J-h

(2.11) ^(0) = ^ , ^ ) = ^ ) . e [ - A , 0 ) ,

where At, Af^B(V'f 7*) are adjoint operators of A09 Ax and <p°&H, φ1^
L2(—h, 0; V). The solution semigroup associated with this problem is denoted
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by ST(t)=etA*. Just as in [7] it can be shown that \ly •• ,λ^ are eigenvalues
of Aτ. The spectral projection and the generalized eigenspace for λ, are denot-
ed by PL and Zt- respectively.

The structural operator F is defined by

= g9, [Fgf(ή = \ k a(τ) Alg\r-s) dτ .

Here and in what follows we denote the first and second components of
the element φ of Z by [<p]° and [φ]1 respectively. F is a bounded linear operator
from Z to its adjoint Z*=HxL2(—hyQ; 7*). Putting x(t) = {u(t),ut) where
ut(s)=u(t+s), se[—h, 0), and^=(^ 0 ,^ 1 ) the problem (2.3), (2.4) is transformed
to the problem

(2.12) j

(2.13)

in Z, where Φ is the operator defined by Φ/=(Φ 0 / , 0). The mild solution of
(2.12), (2.13) is denned by

(2.14) x(t) = S(t) g+ Γ S{t-$) Φf(s) ds.
Jo

We call the first component of the right hand side of (2.14) the mild solu-
tion of (2.3), (2.4). Following [3], [7] we set

= λ - Λ - Γ eKsa(s)A1dsy

AT(\) = X-Af-[° eXsa{s)Afds,

Δ^(λ) = (d/dxy Δ r(λ) = δ α - j ° Λ i ' f a(s) Af ds, i = 1,2,...,

where 8n is the Kronecker symbol, i.e., δ u = l , δ α = 0 if i Φ l .
The main theorem of this paper is

Theorem. The following statements are equivalent:
(i) For any g&Z there exists an /eL 2 (0, oo JJ) such that the mild solution u of
(2.3), (2.4) satisfies

\~ i\u(t)\2+\°

(it) For each j=l,—,N
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Φtφ°n = O,n = 0,-,m

implies

φ2 = 0, » = 0, ->mj~

for any elements φo, •••, φ i r l e F such that

V<i-n)l = 0, n = 0, - , m,-\ .

REMARK 1. If m~\, the statement (ii) of the theorem reduces to

Φf φl = 0, ΔΓ(λ^) φ°0 = 0 implies φ§ = 0 .

REMARK 2. Set

p(Δ) = {λ: Δ(λ) is an isomorphism from V to V*} ,

σ(Δ) = C\p(Δ).

J o
e^ α(ί)rfί tends to 0 as | Im λ | ->oo

uniformly in {λ: Re λ>^} for any real number c. Hence

Δ(λ) = {/-J° k e>" a(s) ds A^X-A,)-1} (X-Ao)

has a bounded inverse if Re \>c and | Im λ | is sufficiently large. Consequent-
ly er(Δ) Π {λ: Re \>c} is bounded.

Suppose that the imbedding of V to H is compact and A1=A0. Then in
view of Theorem 1 of [4]

σ(Δ) = σ(A) = {λ: m(X) = 0} U {λ: w(λ)φθ, λ/τw(

where

m(X) = ί + \ e^a{s)ds.

If σ(Δ)Π {λ: Reλ=O} is empty and τw(λ)=f=O for Reλ>0, then the assump-
tions of the theorem are satisfied.

3. Stabilizability of functional differential equations

In this section we consider the stabilizability of the equation

(3.2) x(0)=g

in a general Banach space X, where A is the infinitesimal generator of a Co-
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semigroup S(t) and Φo is a bounded linear operator from some Banach space U
to X. We assume that A satisfies (2.5), (2.7), (2.8) and the spectral projection
Pλj defined by (2.9) is of finite rank for each 7=1, •••, N. Hence λy is a pole of
(λ—A)'1 whose order is denoted by ntj. We assume also that S(t) is even-
tually norm continuous, i.e. S(t) is continuous in the operator norm in the inter-
val (t'y oo) for some t'>Q. The Laurent expansion of (λ—A)"1 around λy is

where Ql,—Pχn £)λ /=(.4—λ, ) P λ / , and R^X) is the holomorphic part of (λ—A)' 1

at X=Xj. It is known that Qlj=(A—Xj)'' PKj, and by assumption <2"/=0. Put

(3.4) Pj

(3.5) X+ = Im P, X_ = Im (I-P),

(3.6) S+(t)

where S(t) \x+, S(t) \ x_ are the restrictions of S(t) to X+y X_, respectively. Since
both Im P and Im (I—P) are closed and invariant under S(t)> we can see that

(3.7) A+ = A\x+ , A_ =

(3.8) S+(*) = e " + ) S_(ί) = «

(3.9) σ ( J + ) = σ + , σ(i4_) = σ

is extended to the whole real line so that

(3.10) S(t)P = Σ H Λ'Γ Qi,,
y=i Λ =o fii

Lemma 3.1. For any ωG(0, ω0) there exists a constant M such that

\\S(t)(I-P)\\<M\\I-P\\e-»\t>0.

Proof. For each eventually norm continuous semigroup s(A)=ω(A) is valid
where ί(^4)=suρ {Reλ: λGσ ( i ) } , ω(^4)=inf {ω: \\S(t)\\<Meωt for some M
and any ί>0} (see e.g. [6: p. 109]). Therefore for any ω>s(A), there exists M
such that \\S(t)\\<Meωt. By assumption (2.8) —ωo=suρ {Re λ: λ G σ . } < 0 . If
S(t) is eventually norm continuous, then so is S_(ί). Hence for 0<ω<ω 0 there
exists a constant M such that ||S_(ί)|| <Me~ω*. Thus,

\\S(t) (I-P)||=||S.(ί) (I-P)\\<M\\I-P\\

Now we consider the following initial value problem:
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(3.11)

where φeZ,2(0, oo X). Let u(t) be the mild solution of the equation (3.11), i.e.,

(3.12) «(ί) = S{t) «o+ f S(t-s) φ(s) ds.
Jo

The following Lemma is related to Proposition 1.1 of [1], and we mimic
its proof.

Lemma 3.2. For the equation (3.11), the mild solution u(t) belongs to L2

(0, oo X) if and only if

(3.13) S(t)Puo+\~ S(t-s) Pφ(s) = 0, ί>0 .
Jo

Proof. We set u(t)=v(t)+z(t), with

v{t) = S(t) (I-P) «„+ (' S(t-s) (I-P) φ(s) ds- Γ S(t-s) Pφ(s) ds,
Jo h

z(t) = S(t) Puo+ Γ S(t-s) Pφ(s) ds,
JoJo

With the aid of Lemma 3.1, (3.10) and Hausdorff-Young's inequality it is easily
seen that U G L 2 ( 0 , OO X). In view of (3.10) and Lemma 3.1 z(t) is of the form

#(0 = Σ Έ^ftnyjtn,yjtn^D(A).

Since Re λ, > 0 for each/=l, •••, N and the function t\-*exiftn (j=l, •••, N, rt=
0, •••, nij— 1) are linearly independent, we see that #eL 2(0, oo X) iff ^(^ = 0.

The following Proposition is concerned with the stabilizability of (3.1),
(3.2).

Proposition 3.1. The following statements are equivalent:
(i) For any g&X, there exists /eL 2 (0, oo JJ) such that the mild solution of (3.1),
(3.2) belongs to L\0,oo;X).
(ii) For eachj=l, •••, N

"-λ,)* x* = 0, k = 0, - , m,-\} = {0} ,

where Z*L is the generalized eigenspace for X} which is an eigenvalue of A*.

Proof. In view of Lemma 3.2 the solution of (3.1), (3.2) belongs to
L\Q, oo;A)iff

S(t) Pg+ Γ S(t-s) PΦf(s) ds=0.
Jo
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By virtue of (3.10) and ΣJΓiό1 Σ J Γ ' Γ ^ Σ Γ i Γ1 Σ*-O this is equivalent to

V f i = ^ Ql, Φf(s) ds = 0,

; = 1 , •••, N, n=0, —, m,—1. Following the proof of Theorem 2.1 or 2.3 of [1]
we see (i) holds iff
(iii) For l<j<N, if **e-Y*(n=0, •••, m,— l) satisfies

I l 14*1 d&' * >^ I I # 1 ^ \>Φ I) β ——. l l . . . ι*γ» Ί

then
my—1

Suppose that (iii) is true, and **c=Z^, Φ*(^*-λj)* **=(), * = 0 , •-, w i—1.
Put

I 0 otherwise.

Then

(3.15) Φ* Σ {Q\*n)* χt=

= 0,

A=0, — ,mj-1. By (iii)

Λ;* = (PkJ)* x* = m S

This shows that (iii) implies (ϋ).
Conversely, suppose (ii) is true and (3.14) holds. Set

Then x*&Z£. and

Φ*(i4*-λy)*«* =

»=0

= 0

for Λ=0, •••, ntj—1. By (ii) Λ :*=0. Hence (iii) is true.
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4. Some inequalities on the fundamental solution of (2.3), (2.4)

In this section we establish the Holder continuity results concerning the
fundamental solution of the equation (2.3), (2.4) in a Banach space X, where
Ao is the infinitesimal generator of an analytic semigroup T(t) and Ax is a clos-
ed linear operator in X with domain containing that of Ao. We may assume
without loss of generality that Ao has an everywhere denned bounded inverse.

By definition the fundamental solution W(t) is a bounded linear operator
valued function satisfying

A W(t) = Λ W(t)+ (° a(s) A, W(t+s) ds ,
at J-h

= I, W(s) = 0 se[-h,0).

The main object of this section is to prove the following

Proposition 4.1. For h<t<t'<,nh, n> 1, and 0<κ<p, we have

(4.1)

(4.2) \\A0(W(t')-W(t))\\^Cn,K(t'-t)*(t-h)-,

(4.3) \\A,(W{t')- W(t)) A^U^CUt'-tγ

where Cn and Cnκ are constants dependent on n and n} κ,3 respectively but not on t
and t'.

For the sake of simplicity we assume that T(t) is uniformly bounded: Then

(4.4) ||Γ(*)||<cί:(*>0), HA τ(t)\\<^(t>θ)t \\AI ^

for some constant K(e.g. [9]). Since α( ) is Holder continuous of order p, we
can set

(4.5) I a(ή \£H0,\ a(s)-a(r

for some constants Ho, Hv From (4.4) for 0 < i < ί

(4.6) H4, T(t)-A0 T(s)\\ = || Γ Al T(r)d

(4.7) | |Γ( ί)-Γ(ί) | | = || Γ A0T(τ)dτ\\<LKlog

As is easily seen for any ί > 0 and 0<a<ί

(4.8) ^

Combining this with (4.4) we get

tS
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(4.9)

for 0<*<ί and 0<α<ί. Set

B(t) = 4, (' T(t-s) a(-s) ds,
Jo

Lemma 4.1. B(t) is strongly continuous in [0, h], and hence uniformly bound-
ed:

Furthermore, B(t) is Holder continuous in (0, h], and for each /ce(0, p) there exists
a constant Cκ such that

\\B(t')-B(t)\\<oκ(t'^tγr<

for 0<ί<*'^λ.

Proof. Since

= AΛ'τ(t-s)a(-s)ds
Jo

= [ A0T(t-s) (a(-s)-a(~t)) ds-(I-T(t)) a(-t),

it follows without difficulty from (4.4), (4.5) that B(t) is strongly continuous in

[0,A]
For 0<t<t'<,h

B(t')-B(t) = Ao [' T(t'-s) a(-s) ds-A0 [' T{t-s) a(-s) ds
Jo Jo

= ^A0T(t'-ή(a(-s)-a(-t'))ds

t'-ί)-Λ T(t-s)) (a(-s)-a(-t))ds

It follows from (4.4), (4.5), (4.6), (4.7)' and (4.8) that

Λ T(t'-s) (a{-s)-a(-t') γ

[(Λ T(t'-s)-A0 T(t-s)) (a(-s)-a(-t)) ds\\<£KH,{t/

^t'^-tγ f (t-s)"-'-1

Jo
ds

p—K
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for 0 < Λ < / > ,

\\(T(t')-T(t'-t)) (ai-ή-ai-t'

\\(T(t')~T(t)) a{-t)\\<KH0 logΪ-£KHO±- (t'-t)< t
t K

Combining these we obtain the desired inequality.

Set

[A0(W(t)-T(t))y ίe(0,
(4.10) V(t) = \
1 ; U \A0W(t),

Then, the integral equation to be satisfied by V(t) in [nh, (n+ί)h] is

(4.11) V(t) = Γo(ί)+Γ S ( ί - τ ) A AZ1 V(r) dr ,
Jnh

where

in [0, A], and

P* T(t-h-τ)B(h)Aι W(τ)dτ

in [nh9 (n-\-l)h], n = l , 2, •••. As is stated in [10] V(t) is bounded in each of
the interval [nh, (n+1) h]> n = l , 2, •••. Using this and by (4.10) we get

Proposition 4.2. Let W(t) be the fundamental solution of equation (23),
(2.4) then for any natural number n there exists a constant Cn such that

|| j ' Λ W(τ) dτ\\^CH, II J] A W(τ) dτ\\£Cn

for 0ζs<t<,nh.

Proof of Proposition 4.1. For nhζt<t'ζ(n

Ao T(t))

('"*(T(t'-h-τ)-T(t-h-τ)-T(t'-h)+T(t-h))B(h) A, WMdτ
Jo
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'~h)- T(t-h)) B{h) ["" A, W(r) dr
Jo

(B{f-τ)-B{t-r)) A,W{r) dr

From (4.6)

In view of (4.4) and Proposition 4.2

||/,|| £ (''"* * W ) | | Cnr~ι dr = KCH \\B(h)\\ logϊf±.
Jt-h t—ft

£*-ικcn\\B(h)\\(t'-tγ{t-h)-*.

In what follows throughout the proof let μ be any number such that κ<

μ<p. In view of (4.9)

\\T(t'-h-τ)-T(t-h-r)\\^ (-J^LX,
μ \t—h—rl

\\T{t'-h)-T(t-h)\\<κ (*l=jX<:* ί^±
μ ^t—n/ μ \t—n—

Hence
(4.12) \\T{thτ)T(thτ)T{th)+T(th)\\i^(

μ \t—It—
Similarly

-h-r^W-h)^ {-,-! — )' ̂  (-JL-)\

μ \t—h—rl

which imply

(4.13) \\T(t'-h-τ)-T(t-h-τ)-T(t'-h)+T{t-h)\\<££-(—J—X.
μ \t—n—T'

Combining (4.12) and (4.13) we get

(4.14) \\τ{t'-h-τ)-τ(t-k-τ)-τφ-h)+τ(t-s)\\^
μ (ί—A—Tf

In view of (4.14), Proposition 4.2, and Lemma 4.1

o μ [t—h—rf r
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= ^ Cn\\B(h)\\(t'-tY\"k(i-h-r)-μT"-""1 dr
μ Jo

= 2K Cn\\B(h)\\B(ί-μ, μ-κ) μ-V-tγ (t-h)-' ,

where B( , •) is the Beta function.
From (4.6), Proposition 4.2, and Lemma 4.1, we have

We estimate Is in case of «=1 and «>1 separately. First, we consider the
case »=1.

/5 = j* ^ (B(t'-τ)-B(t-τ)-B(h)+B(t-t'+h)) A, W(r)dτ

+ (B(h)-B(t-t'+h)) j* _h A, W(r) dr

Noting t'—h<τ<h<t, 0<t-r-τ<t'—τ<h, 0<t—t'+h<h, and using Lemma
4.1 we get analogously to (4.14)

UB(t'-τ)-B(t-τ)-B(k)+B(t-t'+h)\\<2Cμ.(t'-tγ (t-τ)-' (r-

Hence

||/έ|| < j * h 2Cμ(t'-tγ ( ί - τ ) - " (r-ί '+AΓ 1 1 Cx T-1 dr

C1(t'-t)' j ^ ( ί-τ)" μ (r-ί'+A)"-*-1 rfr

= 2C,, Q 5(1-^, μ-κ) (t'-tγ (t-t'+h)-'

<2Cμ Cx B(ί-μ, μ-κ) (t'-tγ (t-h)-κ.

As is easily seen

Therefore

||/5 | |^ \2Cμ

In case « > l w e have

r J^f^^^ (t-rΓdr
'-h \ t τ / r ( n ί ) h h k
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Therefore

From Lemma 4.1 and Proposition 4.2

- ^ r f τ = c.

Therefore for nh<t<t'<(n-{-l) h> we have

W ) - W l l ^ c o n s t . (f'-ί)«(t-h)-",

from which it follows that

(4.15) \\V(t')-V(t)\\<const. {t'-t)κ (t-h)-κ .

It is not difficult to show that for n>ί

S (n-l)h
Γ(ιΛ-λ-τ) B(h) A, W(τ) dτ

o

+ (** β(«A-τ)AW(τ)<ίτ
J(»-l)»

= V(nh-0),

where we used A1 W(τ)=V(τ) in the second integral. Hence V(t) is continu-
ous at t=nh, n—1,2, •••. Using this and (4.15) we have for (»— l)h<t<ίnh<

<const.^ Y <const. ί ^
t—hJ \t—h

Thus (4.15) holds for h<t<tf<nht t'—t<h9 n>\ with const, independent
on t and t'. From the formular (4.11)

V(t')-V(t)=V0(t')-V0(t)

+ [' β(ί'-τ) A,, Ao1 V(τ) dτ-[' B{t-τ) Aι Ao1 V(τ) dr
Jnh ink

= V0(t')-V0(t)

+ Γ Bit'-^A^o'V^dT

nh
(B(t'-τ)-B(t-τ)) Ax At V(τ)dτ .

Noting V(t)=AQ W(i), for ί > 0 we have established that there exists a constant

CntK>0 such that
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\\A0 W{t')-A, W(t)\\^CntK{t'-tγ (t-h)-.

for h<t<t'<,nh, t'—t<h for »<1. By the same way, we get

\\A0(W(t')-W(t)) A?\\£CJt'-ir.

It follows from (4.5), Proposition 4.2, and

4 W(t) = Λ W(t)+ (° («(ί)-α(-A)) A W(ί+ί) <fc+a(-A) (° A, W(t+s) ds

that WdWζή/dtW^CJt, iKt^nh. Hence the proof of Proposition 4.1 is com-
plete.

5. Holder continuity of the solution semigroup

Since in our case the solution of (2.3), (2.4) is represented by

(5.1) u(t) = W(t)f?+\[h W{t+s) [Fιg%s) ds ,

the solution semigroup S(ή can be expressed in terms of W(i).
Applying Proposition 4.1 to the equation (2.3) in the space V* and noting

that AQ-\-CX is an isomorphism from V to V* we get

(5.2) \\W(t')-W(t)\\Blv.^Cn(t'-t),

(5.3) \\W(t')-W{t)\\B(y..r)<Onιt(t'-tγ (t-h)-<,

(5.4) \\W(t')-W(t)\\Blr^Oκ,κ(t'-tγ,

for h<t<t'<,nh, n=l, •••, and 0<κ<p.
Similarly applying the same Proposition to (2.3) in H

(5.5) \\W(t')-W(t)\\B(H)^Cn(t'-t)

for h<t<t'<nh. Using (Vy V*)ιnt2=H a n d the well known interpolation
inequality we get from (5.2) and (5.3)

(5.6) \\W(t')-W(t)\\m.,B)<Cn>lt(t'-t)W(l-h)-'\

and from (5.3) and (5.4)

(5.7)

Proposition 5.1. The solution semigroup S(t) for (2.3), (2.4) is Holder con-
tinuous in (3h, oo) in the operator norm.

Proof. Let u(t) be the solution of (2.3), (2.4), and 3h<t<t'. Using (5.1),
(5.5), and (5.6)
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+ L S-* I W-*+£)-^('-<r+£))«(£) Aιg\σ)\dξdσ

{t'-t)\g°\

+ C» « \[h L (t'-tr+1}/2(t-<r+ξ-h)-«* H0\\A\U.v*)\\g\<r)\\ dξ dσ

~Λ)1"</2 Γ
1 K J-*

With the aid of (5.3), (5.7) for se[-h, 0)

\\u(t'+s)-u(t+s)\\ = \\(W(t'+s)-W(t+s))έ>\\

+ \\\[h \[k (W(t'+s-<r+ξ)-W(t+s-σ+ξ)) a(ξ) Alg\σ) dξ dσ\\

<Cn,κ(t'-t)'(t+s-h)-«2\g°\

dσ

\
-h

where Z^max {CΛ,O A^(l-«)-> C..«fl'β||4,llw.^>, hence

+\°-H

^const.

Consequently

Note that <+ί—<r+ξ>λ since ί>3/t. Therefore for any T>3h there exists a
constant Cτ such that
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Hence S(t) is Holder continuous on (3A, °o) in the operator norm.

6. Proof of the main theorem

In view of Proposition 5.1 the assumptions of Proposition 3.1 are satisfied
for the problem (2.12), (2.13). Just as Theorems 4.2 and 8.1 of [7] it can be
shown that F* maps D(AT) to D(A*) and A* F*=F* Aτ on D(Λ), and .F* is
an isomorphism from Z ^ to Z^. Hence, the second statement of Proposition
3.1 is equivalent to
(ii)' For each j = l , — ,iV

iφeZfr Φϊl(Aτ-\jY φ]° = 0, n = 0, .», »,-l} = {0} .

By the same manner as the proof of proposition 7.2 of [7] we have

(6.1) Z£ = ker fc-AJ-J = {(φg,exp(λy•)§(-•)'Φ?/*0 :

" g (-I)'"" ΔV-'ίλy) φS/(*-»)l = 0,« = 0,.», mj-iy.

Using Aτ{φ\ φι)=(At φ°+\ a(s) Af φ\s)ds, φ1) we see that for the elements

in the bracket of the right side of (6.1)

(6.2) (λ,-Λr)"(φ "

= (φϊ, exp (λy )"Σ(—)'"" φ!/(«-»)!)

for Λ = 0 , •• ,»fy—1. Combining (6.1) and (6.2) we see that (ii)' is equivalent
to the second statement of the theorem.

The author wishes to express his deep gratitude to the referee for his care-
ful reading the manuscript and valuable comments.
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